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“We shall continue to take cognizance 
of the plight of our members and align 

our programs and projects to strengthen the 
capacity  and well being of our members both in 
his practice and in his role in the community.”
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Joanner V. Catiis, uap
cartoonist, qc chapter

Chantal Honey F. Degorio, uap
area a corresponding editor, qc chapter

Runddy D. Ramillo, uap
international corresponding editor, singapore chapter 

Clarisa Minette R. Torralba, uap
area b corresponding editor, manila corinthian chapter

Ericson P. Europa, uap, piep
area d corresponding editor, davao chapter

Joanner is a consistent contributor and graphic artist for the UAP Post and UAPQC - Architectonics, his Chapter 
Newsmagazine. He currently practice in Singapore and is a proud member of UAP Quezon City Chapter. He earned 

his Architecture Degree at the Far Eastern University; this architect – slash – graphic artist is a certified rocker. 

Chantal is no new in this endeavour, she serves again as Area A Corresponding Editor for the second time. She finds serving the 
organization as pleasure with the ones she’s most comfortably working with. This lady Cardinal is a graduate of the Mapua Institute 
of Technology and is currently connected in the Construction and Project Management Industry. She also served as associate 
editor of her chapter newsmagazine, the Architectonics of the UAP Quezon City Chapter.

Artiste, Daredevil and Diva. 

A graduate of Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila, Clang currently work as a Project Management Officer 
of Seaoil Philippines Inc. If she’s not working, you’d probably find her trying out a new adventure that usually 
involves heights, dirt or combination of both. If you still can’t find her, she’s probably belting her throat out at 

some videoke bar. Right now, she’s trying to be as free spirited as possible.

Back once again as Corresponding Editor, Eric still manages to juggle his time between work and his UAP Post tasks despite a very busy 
schedule. Aside from being an architect and faculty at the University of the Philippines Mindanao, he is also an environmental planner 

and registered master plumber. Yet, he has no qualms devoting extra hours to the UAP Post since it is a great privilege for him to be of 
service to the UAP.

editorial board
2010-2011

Karl Aries Emerson F. Cabilao, uap
editor-in-chief, sugbu chapter

Leiron Mark S. De Guzman, uap, piep
associate editor & layout director, qc chapter

Jonathan A. Baluyot, uap
circulation manager & sports correspondent, qc chapter

Norvin Joseph L. Gomez, uapsa
graphic & layout artists

After a successful two-year term as president of UAP Sugbu Chapter, Karl embarks on another challenge here in the 
organization as the newly-appointed National Chairperson for UAP’s official publication for FY 2010-2011. He knows it would 

be tough working away from the pulse of the national headquarters but he feels confident of getting things done thanks to the 
hardworking souls led by Associate Editor Leiron De Guzman helping him out.

Away from the UAP, this architect-slash-writer adds another job description under his name as a part-time instructor at his 
alma mater in Cebu, the University of San Carlos.

The Associate Editor is back, after his term as chapter secretary of UAP Quezon City Chapter, Leiron is at the helm to serve 
once again in the National Circulation. He currently holds positions as Chairman of the UAP Corporate Website and Information 
Technology Committees respectively, and Vice Chair of the UAP Web Portal. Amidst UAP service he still juggles to study, play 
and practice his chosen fields.  He holds a diploma degree in Urban and Regional Planning at the University of the Philippines 
- Diliman, under his thesis residency on Cultural Heritage Planning as his study. This architect – slash – environmental planner – 
slash – badminton addict is a proud product of the Mapua Institute of Technology. 

Mr. Sportsman – Jonathan is a pride of his chapter. This all around fellow plays four sports for his chapter every district sportsfest 
activity. A consistent Basketball Player, Badminton addict, a proficient bowler and billiards enthusiast. He never seizes to fail to 
balance all sports amidst serving as one of the youngest Director of his chapter last year. This architect – slash – contractor – 

slash – badminton addict hails from the Mapua Institute of Technology and a proud member of UAP Quezon City Chapter.

A 5th year student from the University of Santo Tomas that has maintained to be at the dean’s list, who is currently taking up his 
thesis focusing on environmental designs. He is the National President of Student Auxilary of UAP - the UAPSA for FY 2010-2011.

He is also a passionate graphic designer and layout artist.
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The United Architects of the Philippines 

The Integrated and Accredited 
Professional Organization of Architects 
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Accreditation No. 001, the first to be 

issued by the Professional
Regulation Commission in 1975.
The UAP-IAPOA has a current 
membership of over 22,000,

affiliated with 114 local chapters
and 13 international chapters
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Engell Franz T. Fagaragan, uapga
graphic & layout artists
A graduate of Architecture from the Mapua Institute of Technology, Angel Fagaragan is the past Secretary General for UAP Student 
Auxiliary 0910, and the current Secretary General for the UAP Graduate Auxiliary 1011. Working as a Management Trainee of the 
Philippine Green Building Council, she is also presently training as an Expert for Architectural Design and Planning via the Zero Carbon 
Resorts Project of the European Union and the Vienna University of Technology - Center for Appropriate Technology. An architect-in-the-
making, she is also a musician (guitarist for the UAPSA Band) and an animator (windarchitect at deviantArt).

German Janus Niño S. Guidaben, uap
area c corresponding editor, bohol chapter
A graduate of B.S. Architecture from the University of San Carlos- College of Architecture and Fine Arts. He graduated in 2007 
and worked in several Architectural related companies & organizations. He was a student leader during his college days leading 
the UAPSA and USCARS as President in 2005-2006. He became the In house staff of the Commission on Heritage and Cultural 
Patrimony of the church of the Diocese of Tagbilaran and became one of the organizing staff of the community projects of Ayala 
Foundation Inc. in Dauis and Baclayon, Bohol. He is now a practicing architect and an active member of UAP-Bohol Chapter.

Runddy D. Ramillo is a Singapore-based registered architect specializing in design computing and hospitality design. An Associate 
with the 2nd world largest design practice Aedas, he is also doing a practice-based research on digital innovations towards 
obtaining his Doctorate in Architecture at School of Architecture and Building, Deakin University Australia.



editorial news
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The first quarter of the UAP calendar 
is about to close. Time indeed flies by 
quick. By now, chapters and districts have 
finished inducting their new leaders into 
office and may have started the ball rolling 
for their scheduled itineraries for the fiscal 
year. Indeed, it’s not easy to pour time 
and effort for the professional organization 
pro-bono knowing that your main mode of 
income, your architectural practice, seems 
to nag at you endlessly. However, as a 
leader, you are mandated to serve and it 
shows how your colleagues placed their 
trust and confidence in your capabilities.

The turnover of leadership this year 
went simultaneously with the assumption 
of the country’s new president, elected 
in ‘landslide’ fashion during the first 
automated national election. It’s just a 
perfect parallelism as the whole country 
has expressed optimism on a bright (as 
yellow) future under a perceived honest-
to-goodness and anti-corrupt leadership 
just as members of our organization 
eagerly look forward to a more dynamic 
and fruitful fiscal year.

When leaders are chosen, they must 
be ready to serve their constituency and 
that includes those who have different 
ideals and principles from theirs. This is 
where statesmanship, a vital quality of a 
good leader, radiates. Good leaders must 
know how to reach out to everyone and 
not just extend his or her arms based on 
his or her own convenience.

In the UAP, it is important for leaders 
to make chapters, especially those 
outside the country’s capital, feel that they 
are also being embraced. Their thirst for 
professional development and service 
from the organization is just the same as 
their colleagues living within the reach of 
the UAP National Headquarters.

This is the time when all members of 
our organization must feel the importance 
of the UAP, not just because the annual 
dues rate has increased (since January 
this year), but also of the new and evolving 
demands from our profession. With this 
administration’s thrust of “redefining 
service to the members”, more UAP 
architects will hopefully feel the worth of 
their time, effort and annual fees spent for 
the organization. 

For the past several months, the 
induction ceremonies of chapters and 
districts should rev up the enthusiasm 
and dynamism of each chapter, district 
and area and not tempt leaders to go 
into hibernation (or encourage such an 
impression to crop up in the minds of 
some members because they feel like the 
organization has seemingly gone ‘AWOL’) 
until the turnover.

Yes, the first quarter of the UAP 
calendar is about to drop its curtains but 
there are still three more quarters to stamp 
one’s mark in his chapter, district and the 
whole organization. The spirited and fun 
inductions that almost filled up most of 
the opening three-month period of our 
organization should serve as a precursor 
of an exciting, fulfilling and professionally-
augmenting FY 2010-2011 for the entire 
membership.

The UAP Poster boys and girls are here again after a long time of absence and busy practice 
in the professional field. The Editorial Board is back to serve for Fiscal Year 2010 – 2011 under the 
Leadership of UAP National President Ramon S. Mendoza, fuap and under the circulation of EIC 
Karl Emerson F. Cabilao. 

The composition of this year’s board is a combination of the seasoned writers and future young 
editors of our national publication. Once again the team is a jam packed of talents on board from 
Luzon to Mindanao and overseas. This year we welcome for the very first time the contribution and 
the talents of our Students and Graduate Auxiliaries as part of our Editorial Board

We commit to further enhance our publication as simple and light with brief but concise reporting, 
more professional updates and news, new columns and inputs, light and interesting graphic layouts 
and National News with important updates and memorandums for all architects. 

So fellow architects, sit back and relax. Take your favorite coffee or tea and have a time to snap 
pages of the new UAP POST 2010. 

I heard an engineer friend/co-worker once say that when you’re a fresh-grad engineer you 
aim to land a job in one of the top contractors and/or quantity surveyors of the industry. She 
also said that the same concept applies to us - if you’re an architecture graduate you would 
automatically want to be employed by one of the top design firms of the country.

But what happens if you branch out of the norm? If you get hired by the opposite of what 
you’re supposed to get? If you did, what if it’s by choice?

What if you’re an architecture graduate (or a licensed professional) employed by one of the 
top contractors of our field? Would you feel inferior or threatened with your officemates that are 
mostly engineers? Or worse, would you feel confused as to what it is you really want to do and 
why you ended up there?

I believe that many people are stuck with this dilemma. With the country experiencing the 
very unpredictable recession, job scarcity pushes our graduates (and professionals) to accept 
jobs that are not really what they studied for. Some adjust perfectly, but some just don’t fit in and 
find themselves floating away the days just so they can get by.

It would be ideal to tell these kids (and people) that they should be thankful that they even 
have jobs. And that they can spread their wings after they have enough and that they are able 
to stand on their own and make a name for themselves. If you are one of those that made the 
choice of doing the atypical, you should be able to stand by what you believe and enjoy what you 
do. Sometimes, it’s even really nice that you are working with people that are not really your own. 
It is the perfect opportunity to stand out among them by doing the best thru ways that are unique 
for them. 

To those who feel stuck in their jobs and find themselves questioning if they really belong 
– the answer lies within. Project ahead, think about the future, plan career steps you should be 
doing in the coming years and never take what you have today for granted. Even the worst jobs 
have its advantages. You may not have bragging rights about your current position but you can 
always say ‘hey, at least I have one.’

THE TITLE of this column may raise an eyebrow to many but in architecture circles, this 
“information” is nothing new. In fact, this has been the subject of several blogspots and social 
networking sites for quite some time now.

Well, this all started with a survey conducted by a Dutch dating agency in 1995 on women’s 
ideal partners wherein architects were voted as the sexiest male professionals. The survey found 
that women favored architects over other professionals “due to the esteem associated with the 
(architecture) profession.”

Architects are perceived as “balanced and rounded individuals who combine a creative approach 
with a caring, thoughtful disposition”. They are also known to have the “ability to cope with pressure 
of work in a relaxed manner.” 

Since the results of the survey came out, threads with “Architects are Sexiest” topics have become 
popular on the internet. Some disagree but a large chunk totally agrees with the statement. I really 
wonder why?

Actually, nature has a way of rationalizing everything. In the animal world, the female usually looks 
for the best male to mate in order to pass on strong genes to her offspring.  Hence, females are after 
males with strong and dominant traits.

In some animal courtships, mate selection is determined by the nest-building skills of the males. 
The males try to impress a prospect mate by making a “beautiful” shelter and the male who makes the 
best nest will surely win his mate.

For instance, the bowerbirds found in Papua New Guinea and Australia, are known for its unique 
courtship behavior. During mating season, a male bowerbird starts to build a nest. He decorates it with 
sticks and brightly-colored objects to attract a mate. 

In the water world, the stickleback fish also displays the same mating behavior. To lure a mate, 
males construct a nest out of roots and leaves of plants which are fastened together by secretions 
from their kidneys. In fact, the stickleback is considered “the real architect and builder” among fishes.  

I think this explains why most women are attracted to architects, as the survey showed. It is the 
motherly nature of women to give birth and raise children. Instinct dictates that they need a safe, 
stable, and comfortable environment in order to rear and nurture their kids. And the most logical 
persons who can provide this need are no other than the architects. 

So, guys, the next time to walk into a bar, try dropping the pick-up line, “Hi! I’m an 
architect.”  Let me know if it worked or not.

EDITORIALKARL A.E.F. CABILAO, uap

ASSOCIATE’S NOTE  
LEIROn MARk S. DE GuzMAn, uap, piep

AREA A ChAnTAL hOnEY F. DEGORIO, uap

AREA D ERICSON P. EUROPA, uap, piep

Architects are the sexiest male professionals

Feeling
UAP’s Embrace...

Pen Point

at least 
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from the desk of the
national president

RAmon s. menDoZA, fuapWelcome! I am pleased to welcome you to 
the first issue of the UAP Post under the Fiscal 
Year 2010-2011.

You may call it fate or destiny, the presidency 
seems to have happened in my life every other 
decade. In early 80s, I was elected President of 
UAP New Manila Chapter. In early 90s, I was 
named President of Architects Bowling Club. In 
the new millenium, I was chosen President of 
Architects Golf Club. In the first decade of the 
new millennium, I have to carry the duties and 
responsibilities of the highest position in the UAP.

Last June 26, I, together with my colleagues 
in the National Board, accepted with humility 
the honor which the Filipino architects have 
conferred upon us. We accepted it with a deep 
resolve to do all that we can for the welfare of 
this great organization and for truly redefining 
service to members.

The first month of my assumption of the 
Presidency of the organization was spent 
travelling from North to South of the country, 
primarily to perform my fundamental function as 
National President of inducting the new sets of 
leaders of our chapters and districts, but more 
importantly to personally meet and reach out to 
our members.

During the last week of July, we are proud 
to inform you, that we have chartered two new 
chapters in the United Arab Emirates, namely, 
UAP Abu Dhabi and UAP Dubai. It raised the 
number of chapters of our beloved organization 
to 124. Soon to be formed is the UAP Doha 
Qatar Chapter. This is our way of reaching out 
to an approximately 30 percent of registered and 
licensed Filipino Architects as well as graduates 
of architecture who are toiling in foreign lands to 
sustain the economy of our nation.

Last August 2, I have the privilege of inducting 
into UAP, 993 new architects, the largest 
contingent ever of new architects in the history 
of the organization, during the PRC-hosted 
oath taking ceremonies at the historic Manila 
Hotel. Truly, our organization is growing fast.

Other than these regular activities, there 
was a series of meetings and courtesy calls 
with different Local executives to bring the UAP 
closer to the government and bolster a stronger 
UAP-LGU partnership.

These activities, though physically 
strenuous and tiring, brought me tons of joys 
and fulfillment just by seeing the happiness and 
love in the eyes of our members, confirming my 
conviction to serve our organization with passion 
and enthusiasm.

There are so many things to be thankful of in 
the UAP. But if I were to choose one 

particular thing that brings me the 
greatest joy in my first few days 
of office, it is the sense of UNITY 
and DEDICATION among 
members that I felt each time I 
enter an induction hall.

With the Districts and 
Chapters’ colorful and 

meritorious achievements 
and accomplishments in 

the past years, I 
know that 
you have 
a l r e a d y 
p a v e d 
the way to 

the rightful 
d i r e c t i o n s 

that would 
lead us to the 
a t t a i n m e n t 

of our goal of 

making our profession the premier and best 
professional organization among organizations. 
Your strong and untiring commitment to serve 
and support the UAP National leadership will 
ensure the realization of our common dreams 
and visions.

We shall continue to take cognizance of the 
plight of our members and align our programs 
and projects to strengthen the capacity and 
well being of our members both in his practice 
and in his role in the community. This thrust is 
clearly spelled out in this administration’s theme, 
“REDEFINING SERVICE TO MEMBERS”.

The word SERVICE is to mean a Synergistic 
organization, with an Ebullient membership, 
who is Responsive to the times, always Vigilant 
against abusive internal and external forces, 
with an Impartial and Committed leadership 
ready to serve, in order to achieve an Enriching 
environment for the Filipino architects.

Thus, in order to progress, with SERVICE 
as the driving force, we must open our minds to 
new ideas and possibilities. We must look beyond 
the confines of our basic role as an architect 
and be willing to tread on new territories in order 
to advance our profession. We must aspire to 
explore new sustainable design approaches in 
order to meet the demands of the challenges of 
climate change towards achieving a better human 
and built environment. We must combine our 
professional talent with social responsiveness.

This Fiscal Year 2010-2011, I encourage 
your chapters to share with us your talents and 
time in the implementation of the thrusts we 
have identified, which include among others the 
following strategic priorities:
1. Recognize and sustain the strategic 

directions of the UAP Ten-Year Long Range 
Plan while at the same time taking steps to 
start revisiting this plan for possible updating 
to be truly relevant with the times.

2. Adopt the existing and continuing flagship 
projects of the past administrations in order 
to be fluid in the delivery of services to the 
members and to the community. 

3. Maintain the highest standards of architec-
tural proficiency through a well planned and 
effective Continuing Professional Develop-
ment Program for all members.

4. Offer valued-added services to members 
through expanded member welfare-oriented 
programs such as the development of a 
provident fund and the creation of the UAP 
social networking portal.

5. Network with government and other 
institutions to strengthen the image of 
the UAP as the premier professional 
organization of the country.

6. Manage effective financial programs 
particularly on revenue generating projects 
to sustain the expanding and growing 
operations of the organization.

7. Encourage our Regional and Local Lead-
ers in the district and chapter levels to col-
laborate with the UAP National Administra-
tion towards a more synergistic approach in 
achieving our common goals and objectives.

8. Nationalize significant chapter-initiated 
programs and projects in order that more 
stakeholders will benefit from it.

9. Develop the unfinished floors of the UAP 
National Headquarters, particularly the 4th 
floor as an architect’s dormitory to cater 
to the lodging needs of our non-NCR and 
foreign-based members.

10. Organize Special Task Forces and Com-
mittees to review and update the remaining 

UAP Documents (i.e: UAP Document 301 to 
607) to complement the recently amended 
standards of professional practice.

11. Zealously endeavor to promote the 
implementation of Republic Act No. 9266 
and gain back our rights to the true realm of 
architectural practice.

12. Adopt innovative systems of good 
governance which will benefit the entire 
organization. As an example, our Executive 
Committee meetings will be held in several 
strategic areas in Luzon, Visayas, and 
Mindanao, simultaneously with the conduct 
of area consultative meetings to cull out the 
local issues and concerns that are affecting 
the practice of architecture. 
Last July 17, we successfully held our first 

Area Consultative meeting in Cagayan de Oro 
City with the attendance of the leaders from the 
four districts and sixteen chapters of Area D.

Some of our members have given their 
commitment to be part of this team to help this 
administration in implementing its programs 
and projects. In the same vein, I trust that you 
will give your support individually as a member, 
as a chapter, and collectively as a district to the 
current administration. 

Let me remind you, however, that in our 
quest for glory, we still need to face a lot of 
challenges that may hinder us in achieving a 
truly unified and fully cooperative organization. 
However, if we are to anchor our directions 
on righteous norms and moral values through 
the religious delivery of the duties and 
responsibilities entrusted upon each one of 
us by the general membership, we will surely 
surpassed even the toughest challenges. 

In facing these challenges, let us not forget 
that the seed of unity needs to be sowed and 
nurtured from the very beginning. This mutual 
pact of cooperation between the national 
administration and your district and chapters 
cannot be realized should one party fail to 
deliver. Let us work together to ensure that we 
reach our goals. 

In life, we often encounter forks in our travels 
forcing us to make decisions. Some may choose 
the easy path while others may opt to tread the 
untraveled path. No matter which path we have 
chosen, we must remember to pave the road in 
order that others may pass without any difficulties.

As your National President, I call upon our 
national and local leaders to exert maximum 
effort to aim for the best for our organization.

With the grace of God and a true partnership 
between the National Leadership and the 
general membership, we can together undertake 
the task of uplifting the plight of the architectural 
profession to greater heights and glory.

In this note, we in the national board 
consider duty as a mandate, a mission to be 
accomplished with utmost concern of delivering 
only the best for the membership. I am joyful with 
the knowledge that we will contribute significantly 
towards a legacy that can make a difference in 
the architectural profession.

Now, believe in what we are doing, believe 
that we can make a difference. Let us not stop 
believing and with determination we will realize 
that dream and rise above any challenges.

Today, we have sowed the seed of 
cooperation and unity. Let us continue to nurture 
this seed with love and care so that it may grow 
up to become a tree of inspiration, protection, 
and hope for the next generation of architects.

Sa inyong lahat, maraming salamat at 
Mabuhay ang Arkitektong Filipino. Till next issue.
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UAP AS A RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND 

THE ALLIED PROFESSIONS

Richard m. Garcia, fuap

The United Architects of the Philippines 
(UAP) is entering its 36th year and for the 
past three and a half decades, UAP has 
metamorphosed into one of the premiere 
professional organization in the built 
industry. With this transformation, comes 
the responsibility to provide its members 
with quality value added service and better 
opportunities for professional development.

 This administration will take off from 
where the Meritorious Administration of 
Immediate Past National President Ana 
Mangalino-Ling left. It was where the 
ground works towards institutionalizing 
the Professional Development Center into 
a Center for Research and Professional 
Development for Architects and Allied 
professional development was set. 

 To realize this vision, this fiscal year, the 
Mendoza “Service Administration” will focus 
centrally on putting in place all the policies 
on the professional development programs 
of the organization. The UAP’s professional 
development tripartite councils composed of 
the Professional Development Commission 

(PDC), the UAP CPE council, and the 
Specialty Council have already conducted 
marathon meetings to align their programs 
in order to have a holistic professional 
development package for the general 
membership. The triad council has initially 
agreed to jointly conduct quality lectures and 
seminars whose directions, other than the 
compliance with the PRC CPE requirements 
is to develop members into specialized 
practitioners and gain academic credits from 
institutions providing post graduate course in 
the field of architecture.

Seminars and lectures will be delivered 
in series modules that will build up into 
a specialized field. Among the field of 
specializations that were initially identified 
are: (1) Institutional Planning (healthcare, 
education, hospitality, retail); (2) Site 
Planning and Development (3) Green 
Architecture (4) Architectural Lighting (5) 
Building Safety (Fire and Life Safety in 
Buildings) (6) Housing (7) Architectural 
Education. (8) Architectural Conservation 
(Heritage Preservation); (9) Business of 
Architecture (10) Property Management (11) 
Construction Project Management.

The first five fields have already 
been started and course modules are 
already being test delivered to the general 
membership. The rest are still in the 
process of development.

The office of the NEVP plays a major role 
in overseeing the development of the center. 
Together with the professional development 
triad, it must ensure that the lectures and 
seminar modules are at par if not better 
than the post graduate programs being 
provided by major academic institutions in 
the country. It has already embarked on 
a survey starting with the members of the 
College of Fellows for the establishment of 
a database of qualified resource persons 
for the professional development center. 
Overseas-based Filipino architects have 
also been tapped to be part of the PDC 
center.

The process may be hard and difficult. 
However, with the collective efforts of 
the directorates, the commissions, and 
the councils, UAP will soon become the 
learning institution for professional Filipino 
architects in the truest sense.

National Executive Vice President
michael T. Ang, fuap, apec architect

MABUHAY ANG 
ARKITEKTONG 
PILIPINO! 

With this Maiden issue 
of the UAP Post for 

this Fiscal year let me extend my warmest greetings to all UAP members 
especially Team Area A. Also Congratulations to UAP for its unparalleled 
and outstanding achievements as a professional organization. For the past 
years,  UAP continues to soar to the highest level,  becoming  bigger and 
stronger. 

As your current National Vice President for Area A , let me first thank you for 
the trust and confidence for the support.  We have traveled in almost all Area 
A chapters to attend to its induction and turnover ceremonies. I am excited 

National Vice President for Area A
on working closely and collaborate with the National President’s programs 
and activities. I know the success of any professional organizations is in 
the hands of it’s members. Without the support of members, the leader 
cannot  realize the success of its plans and programs.   I am positive that 
this will be an easy journey for all of us especially with the full support 
and unity among  all Area Vice Presidents and its  chapters members.
I hope UAP Post would continue to feature stories  ,valuable information 
and UAP activities which would inspire all members to be active and 
once again rededicate ourselves to the true meaning of being a UAP 
Member. We should always find a way on how can we as member to be 
of help to our Beloved organization. Let not obstacles serve as hindrance 
to pursue our goals. May every idea of ours bring harmony , camaraderie 
and fellowship,  as all of us Move to Grow. Pure work, Pure Service, Let 
this CHANGE work for us for the better.

The UAP Post has been and will always be one of the best channels to convey pertinent details concerning the United 
Architects of the Philippines. It is thru here that we update ourselves of the latest activities direct or indirectly associated 
with our organization. In line with the principle of info dissemination and the UAP by laws, Let me remind our dear 
Architect members to remit payment for the membership annual dues that would be required settlement by 
Septembers end. I encourage the general membership to keep being responsible members of UAP and 
consistently gain good standing in our organization.

Armando eugene C. De Guzman iii, uap
National Treasurer

First of all, I would like to congratulate the staff of the UAP Post for their never ending endeavor to spread the good news about 
our organization. I look forward to a more informative and learning experience reading our UAP post publication. 
As you continue to do your service to the UAP, you will have made our members closer to each other although we are divided 
by so many islands. The information brought to our members is a binding power that would make us more united. We will 
therefore be truly, the United Architects of the Philippines.
Mabuhay ang UAP!

National Vice President for Area C
Benjamin John A. Aliño, uap
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around area A

With its theme, “Tugon sa Hamon, 
Handog sa Bagong Henerasyon”, the 
UAP Barasoain Chapter celebrated its 
13th Anniversary, last May 8, 2010, at 
The Cabanas, Longos, City of Malolos.
PART 1: ConVeRGenCe: 
Architecture and environment

The celebration started with a film 
showing of “The Inconvenient Truth” by 
Al Gore held at the Cabanas Cinema. 
This film explained the changes 
happening in our environment and how 
this climate change affects our lives 
and nature. This film showing was held 
also as a fund raising project of the 
chapter for the benefit of a day care 
center located at Barangay Prenza 
I, Marilao, Bulacan, for which we will 
donate new sets of school furniture. 

Afterwards, a seminar was held discussing Green Architecture and Climate Change 
by Engr. Felipe Agustin, an APEC Engineer and LEED Practitioner. The seminar was not 
only attended by architects but also architecture students of Bulacan State University. 

There was also a Testimonial Pledge of UAP Barasoain Chapter’s Advocacy for a 
Greener Environment, wherein architects, guests and the students signed-up for this 
campaign.
PART 2: Architectural Heritage Preservation

On the second part of the celebration, the focus was on Architectural Heritage 
Conservation held at the Cabana Grill Bar and Restaurant. The seminar was given 
by Arch. Robert Benedict C. Hermoso, fuap, the Executive Director of UAP Center for 
Filipino Architecture. He presented the importance of heritage preservation and some 
case studies. After the presentation, various points regarding the criteria for heritage 
preservation were clarified during the open forum.

Environment and Heritage Preservation are the two most pressing challenges of 
our times for us architects. And for which, we must act now for the welfare of the new 
generation.
PART 3: General membership meeting

For the last time, a General Membership Meeting was held for the fiscal year 2009-
2010, headed by the Chapter President, Arch. Ma. Teresa V. Gopez. Arch. Gopez had 
her report for the chapter’s accomplished activities and programs. Afterwards, an election 
for the new set of officers was held and Arch. Godesil L. Lejarde was elected as the new 
chapter president for fiscal year 2010-2011.

It was an outstanding event of the chapter, wherein architects met not only just 
to participate but to gain new learning and aspirations, to develop oneself and for the 
advancement of the professional organization.

UAP-SJMC Courtesy Call
to Mandaluyong

City Mayor

UAP Rizal-Taytay at the District A5
Turn-Over & Induction Ceremonies

UAPQC 35th Induction Night

RICHARD R. PAMPLENA, uap

Kaban ng Hiyas, Mandaluyong City
July 8, 2010

EDGARDO L. MALLARI, uap

JOHN JERVIN SAN DIEGO, uap

Headed by its president Arch. 
Richard R. Pamplena the UAP San Juan-
Mandaluyong Chapter paid courtesy visit 
to Hon. Benjamin C. Abalos, Jr., Mayor of 
Mandaluyong City last August 10, 2010 at 
the Office of the City Mayor, Mandaluyong 
City. Together with Arch. Pamplena 
were Vice President for Programs and 
Development Arch. Vina Elisa C. Bote, 
Secretary Ma. Carina M. Arjona, Auditor 
Marissa M. Fame and Regional District A-5 
Director Arch. Felicisimo A. Tejuco, Jr. The 
group aims at establishing ties between the 
UAP San Juan-Mandaluyong Chapter and 
the Mandaluyong City Government for any 
projects the chapter can contribute in the 
form of consultancy services.

The Mayor, knowing his visitor being 
architects, to the astonishment he proudly 
presented his recently completed projects, 
one is the newly-inaugurated Columbarium, 
Crematorium, Administrative Office Building, 
Memorial Chapel and 1,000 unit of niches 
the Garden of Life Cemetery. 2009 was a 
very fruitful year for the city where several 
infrastructures were constructed that 
changed the city’s landscape. He also 
mentioned that despite global financial 
crisis his city received P42.25 billion of 
investments for 2009 and according to him 
it may reach P60 billion this year as another 
investments has reached the city including 
the transfer of ABC TV5 from Novaliches, 
Quezon City to Mandaluyong City. He told us 
he’s planning to buy the Metro Mart at EDSA 
MRT Boni Station to convert it to Jeepney 
Transport Terminal coupled with commercial 
amenities. Arch. Pamplena asked the Mayor 
of what the UAP San Juan-Mandaluyong 
Chapter may contribute to the program of 
the city; the Mayor mentioned some projects 
that can be provided with typical designs 
such as markers and additional waiting 
sheds and improvement of the City Hall 
Compound. The Mayor also asked the group 
on how the walls of the Boni-Pioneer Tunnel 
can be refurbished, the group advised that 
waterproofing should be re-applied and the 
finishing should be topped with environment 
friendly and self-cleaning paint.

As a parting gift, the group presented 
the Mayor with a set of token: a copy of 
Handbook on RA 9266 and PD 1096; 
Souvenir Program of the District A-5 Joint 
Turnover and Induction Ceremonies that 
was held July 7, 2010 at the Kaban ng Hiyas, 
Mandaluyong City Hall; UAP Calendar and a 
Polo-shirt with UAP logo and Philippine Map.

The UAP-Rizal Taytay Chapter had 
a blast at the recently concluded Joint 
Induction and Turn-over - Regional 
District A5 held at Kaban ng Hiyas, 
Mandaluyong City. The architects were 
at their best self wearing coat and tie and 
all dressed up for the special occasion. 
Over-all, the ceremony is a success and 
the food was really tasty.

Last year, it has been soaring to new 
heights - and now, the UAP Quezon City 
chapter is definitely on its way to “Continuing 
the Legacy”. The chapter’s promising 
leaders, spearheaded by the newly elected 
president, Arch. Andres “Bing” D. Castillo Jr., 
have clearly accepted the challenge to carry 
on the mission of UAP Quezon City Chapter. 

The 2010 – 2011 Induction of Officers 
and Committee Chairpersons was held last 
July 29, 2010 at the Mandarin Oriental Suites, 
located at the 4th floor of the Gateway Mall 
in Araneta Center, Quezon City. The night 

was more than successful 
for the venue was packed 
with not only National 
officers, the Chapter’s 
past administrations, several supportive 
sponsors and suppliers, but most importantly, 
of countless members, who embodies the 
future of the institution. The Induction Rites 
was graced by no less than the UAP National 
President, Arch. Ramon S. Mendoza, FUAP 
with UAP National Treasurer Armando 
Eugene “Don Don” C. De Guzman, III and 
District A3 Alfred Geoffrey C. Carandang. 

It was both an event of promise and fun 
and an occasion to recognize and pay tribute 
to the outgoing officers and directors led 
by Arch. Henry Steve Olonan, who for two 
years has managed to provide outstanding 
contributions and numerous achievements 
for the chapter. 

Now on its 35th year, as one body, our 
chapter is geared toward further excellence 
and betterment of the architectural 
profession. With the help and participation 
of all respective individuals involved and 
engaged in this most renowned organization 
and with God’s guidance and blessings, we 
would all look forward to another great year 
and unite in support to the new set of officers. 

Viva UAPQC!!!
VIVA

Uap Barasoain’s 13th 
Chapter anniversary
PHILIP C. SANTIAGO, uap
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The UAP Diliman Chapter celebrated 
its thirty-first founding anniversary with an 
Anniversary Ball and Induction of Officers 
and New Members held last July 15, 2010 at 
the Wack Wack Golf and Country Club.

Departing from the ordinary, the night had 
three guest speakers, each one representing 
a generation of UAP Diliman members.

During the introduction of speakers, 
Arch. Noel Litonjua, FUAP, said that for 
more than 30 years, the Chapter has been 
“ably guided by the strong leadership of 
the chapter presidents” and that they “are 
still supporting the chapter as members 
of the Council of Elders or have taken 
esteemed positions in regional, national 
and international organizations and various 
academic institutions.” He added that “the 
strength of the organization does not rest 
solely on the officers”. 

Arch. Prosperidad C.Luis, FUAP, spoke 
on behalf of the first generation of members 
and recalled the struggles faced by the 
chapter in encouraging the members to 
attend and participate in the activities. She 
remembered that some 50 members were 
confirmed to attend the chapter induction, but 
only a handful actually showed up. She was 
thankful, though, that the chapter survived 
the early years.

Arch. Cathy Saldaña represented the 
batch that revitalized the chapter. She 
reminisced that it was during the term 
of Arch. Armin Sarthou, FUAP, that the 
chapter won its first of five consecutive Best 
Chapter Awards. She was then the chapter’s 
vice president who led the holding of CPE 
seminars, which had the likes of former PIA 
president Arch. Roger Villarosa as resource 
speakers.

Arch. Nap Ibañez represented the young 
and future generation of members. He said 
that being the “future” of the chapter doesn’t 
have to mean to “take over” the chapter. 
Rather, he said that younger set should 
collaborate with the older chapter members.

In his valedictory address, former chapter 
President Arch. Flori Sebastian laughed 
at the fact that rains “attended” several 
activities during his term, beginning with his 
induction in July 2009 and ending with the 
last GMM in June 2010. A CPE seminar 
was canceled due to typhoon Ondoy, and it 
also rained during the family day held in the 
summer month of May. He later said that the 
canceled activities were eventually held after 
“the waters receded.”

Chapter president Arch. Markel Luna, 
in his inaugural address said that “our 
organization is not a perfect one. Just 
like a structure that should accommodate 
extensions and improvement, the Diliman 
Chapter continues to evolve. He encouraged 
the members to be “active participants of not 
only our Chapter events, but also of those by 
the National, Area, and District levels”. 

 “We ‘Dilimaners’ are there for each 
other. We learn from each other, and work 
with each other,” he points out, “nothing is 
impossible if we’re bound as one.” 

The UAP San Juan-Mandaluyong Chapter held its Turnover and Recognition last 
June 29, 2010 at the Hanpao Tea House, Sunshine Square, Shaw Blvd., Mandaluyong 
City. This event was graced by the presence of the UAP National President Arch. Ramon 
S. Mendoza, fuap who served as the Guest of Honor and Speaker. The highlight of the 
event was the turnover of chapter leadership from Arch. Russell Fatima N. Moleta to the 
new president Arch. Richard R. Pamplena. This was officiated by Arch. Mendoza.

During his Inspirational Message, Arch. Mendoza elaborately presented the UAP 
National Thrusts and Programs for FY 2010-2011 with the theme “Redefining Service 
to Members”. He then seek cooperation from the UAP San Juan-Mandaluyong Chapter. 
Meanwhile, Arch. Moleta during her Valedictory Address gave thanks to all who supported 
her administration. And Arch. Richard Pamplena, the incoming chapter president 
presented his plans and programs for FY 2010-2011 with the theme “United in Advancing 
the Profession with Services Justified for the Membership” which is very relevant and is 
inline with the UAP Corporate Theme. He then asks for cooperation and help from the 
incoming chapter board as well as the council of advisers for the proper implementation 
of the proposed projects.

The third part of the program was the awarding of plaques of recognition to all 
Outgoing Officers as well as members who contributed their service to the organization 
and those who brought honors to the chapter in the field of sports.

The UAP San Juan-Mandaluyong Chapter Board of Officers for FY 2010-2011 are 
Richard R. Pamplena-President, Vina Elisa C. Bote-Vice President for Programs and 
Development, Alexander M. Aguila-Vice President for Operations and Committee on 
Governmental and External Affairs, Ma. Carina M. Arjona-Secretary, Jessie F. Batol-
Treasurer, Marissa M. Fame-Auditor, Aristides M. de Paz-Director on Ways and 
Means, Ma. Carmen S. Yatco-Director on Education, Wilberto O. Villarina-Director 
on Chapter and Sports Events, Adrian P. Carino-Director on Internal Affairs, Alvin 
S. Canalda-Director on Membership and Chapter Organization and Russell 
Fatima N. Moleta-Immediate Past President.

Rushing to finish some work load, I looked up to check the time. Gosh! I thought. It’s 
already 4:45 pm and it was time to go. Our call time was 5:00 pm. My bags have already been 
packed the day before. Is it not obvious that I am so excited because we will be away again for 
a long weekend? But this was not just the usual vacation. I was also excited because we were 
going to do an outreach program and seminar…. and this time, away from our home base.

 With my husband, Arch. Frank Bautista, we hurriedly proceeded to our meeting place. 
When we arrived, Arch. Jhun Fetalvero, Arch. Carol Victorino, Arch. Roger Victorino and 
Arch. Rodelo Vargas were already there. Arch. Arjay Ty and Arch. Jeser Ragos were also 
coming but we picked them at a gasoline station along the way.

It was a long road trip going to Lucena Port because of the traffic at SLEX. We arrived 
in Lucena Port at 10:30 in the evening. It was my first roro boat ride. Just sitting there for 
long hours from 12:00 midnight until we arrived at Marinduque Port at around 3:00 in the 
morning was exhausting and from the port, it was another one hour road trip going to Torrijos, 
Marinduque.

 Arriving at the Beach Resort where we are going to stay, that was the only time we 
were able to make a sigh of relief. Here at last! The place is so beautiful especially the white 
sandy beach and the cozy & homey ambiance of the resort. We were also entertained by the 
Moriones mask and costume collection of Arch. Jhun Fetalvero displayed inside the whole 
house. No wonder there is a sign at the entrance saying “Bahay ng Morion”. By the way, 
I forgot to mention that Torrijos Marinduque is the home town of Arch. Fetalvero and the 
beautiful place I was describing is owned by him. We took some rest first and had breakfast 
to regain our energy before we go to the gift giving program scheduled in the afternoon.

Outreach Program and Gift Giving, Dampulan Elementary School, Barangay Dampulan, 
Marinduque

By 1:00 o’clock pm, Saturday, June 12, 2010, we arrived at Dampulan Elementary School. 
We were welcomed first by Mr. Nicolas Fetalvero, chairman of the event and as we entered 
the hall… smiling faces of the teachers, Baranggay Officials, students and their parents 
greeted us. We were introduced one by one and we also shared short talks for the children. 
“Though our talks were ambush impromptu speeches, glad to say everything went out well.

 I was so impressed to know that this barangay has started a program called “Tulong-
Dunong”. This program aims to help children from poor families to assist them in their studies 
and the Marikina Valley Chapter is so honored to be a part of this by donating school supplies 
as the school year started this June.

turn to page 16

BOUND AS ONE
UAP MARIKINA VALLEY:
Outreach Program and Painting Seminar for Painting 
contractors, Painters, Carpenters and Laborers
June 11 to 13, 2010 to be held at Poktoy Torrijos Marinduque.

REX BALTHAZAR TAMASE, uap

UAP-SJMC TURNOVER
AND RECOGNITION NIGHT
RICHARD R. PAMPLENA, uap

TINA LOPEZ-GARCIA, uap
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Paints Fire LanesRD B-1 
HOlDs Induction Rites

The Regional District B-1 held its Induction 
of its District Council, Chapter Officers and new 
members last August 6, 2010 at the Quezon City 
Sports Club. The occasion was graced by UAP 
National President Ramon S. Mendoza, fuap 
together with Secretary General Rey S. Gabitan 
and National Treasurer Armand Eugene C. De 
Guzman. 

The B-1 District Council is headed by 
District Director Arch. Annie Corpuz - Pugeda, 
UAP (Manila Centrum Chapter), Deputy District 
Director Arch. Serge T. Chua Jr., Fuap (Manila 
Metro Chapter), District Secretary  Arch. Emilie 
T. Garcia, UAP (Manila Sta. Mesa Chapter), 
District Treasurer Arch. Jerry S. Valendez, 
UAP (Manila Sampaloc Chapter), District 
Auditor Arch. Reynaldo R. Solero, UAP (Manila 
Archizonian Chapter) with District Council 
members as follows: Arch. Jonathan Carlos H. 
De Jesus, UAP (Manila Atelier Chapter), Arch. 
Perfecto P. Roberto, UAP (Manila Centrum 
Chapter), Arch. Edilberto M. Alfonso, Uap 
(Canada-Calgary Chapter), Arch. Eduardo S. 
Casares, UAP (Manila Metro Chapter) Arch. 
Franz Joseph T. Gonzales, UAP (Singapore 
Chapter).

Representative new members of each 
Chapter were also inducted by DD Pugeda to 
complete the Ceremonial Rites of the event. The 
Joint Induction was sponsored by DAVIES Paints 
and HCG.

UAP floats in
Puerto Princesa’s
     Underground River

With the current thrust and joint effort of the UAP & Bureau of Fire Protection 
(BFP), pertaining to the prevention and suppression of all destructive fires on 
buildings, houses and other vital facilities as well as to fully enforce Republic Act. 
No. 9514 otherwise known as the “Fire Code of the Philippines of 2008” (FCP 
2008), the members of UAP Iriga-Rinconada allotted time and effort in doing their 
part with regards to fire-protection in the community. 

 The FCP 2008 came to full effect last January 1, 2010 and covers related laws 
against fire-related risks to life and property. The UAP & BFP continues to work 
together in providing training courses for Fire Safety Practitioners, Fire Volunteers 
and members of Fire Brigades and other organizations dealing with fire safety. This 
is to ensure code compliance and the understanding of various approaches and 
new technologies in fire science by the professionals and fire safety practitioners. 

 The BFP as an enforcement agency of the said code gives emphasis on 
one of its important features- the evaluation and approval of Fire and Life Safety 
Assessment Reports (FALAR) 1, 2 AND 3, which must be prepared by professional 
and licensed Architects and Fire Safety Practitioners duly accredited by the BFP.

 UAP Iriga-Rinconada came up with a project that involves re-painting of fire 
lanes in all local fire stations of all the six municipalities of Rinconada and another 
city. The idea is for the community to know that these ‘zones’ should be free from 
parked vehicles which may cause obstructions in the event of fires and rescue 
operations. The activity also showed the coordination and good relationship 
between the chapter and the local government units.

RICHARD R. PAMPLENA, uap

EDUARDO F. BOBER, uap, piep

around area B

JOSE MALAZARTE, uap

UAP Iriga -Rin conada

UAP Immediate Past National President Ana Mangalino S. Ling, together with 
Area B Past Vice President Domingo Ll. Tablizo, Jr., Arch. Pamela N. Amador and 
UAP Palawan Chapter President Honesto R. Teves, formally turned over the UAP 
paddle boat to the administration of Hon. Edward S. Hagedorn, Mayor of Puerto 
Princesa City last June 8, 2010. 

Last February 2009, during the UAP Area B Assembly’s welcome dinner hosted 
by the good mayor held at the Legend Hotel in this city, then UAP Past National 
President Medeliano N. Roldan, Jr., pledged to donate the said boat in support to 
the outstanding tourism programs of the City especially the promotion of the St. 
Paul Subterranean National Park. This is popularly known as the Puerto Princesa 

City Underground River and is the lone but resilient 
Philippine entry to the ongoing world-wide Search 
for the New Seven Wonders of Nature. One could 
log on to http://www.new7wonders.com for their 
votes, campaign support and search information. 

Another highlight during the visit of NP Ana 
Ling is the official signing of Executive Order 
No.14 setting for the full implementation of RA 
9266 in the City. Cheers to all of us! Without a 
doubt, UAP is afloat in Puerto Princesa City.

The officers of the UAP Singapore Chapter launched its Yahoo group recently to 
facilitate better communication and outreach to its members and fellow architects alike. 

In support to this year’s national theme, “Redefining Service to Members”, 
the chapter’s goal is to serve and bring together fellow Filipino Architects all over 
Singapore and unite them in one banner promoting recognition of the Filipino 
Architects and their contribution to the development of Singapore.

The official yahoogroup is already acknowledged and recognized by the 
UAP Membership Division, UAP Secretariat and by the UAP Regional District B1 
directorate under Arch. Annie C. Pugeda as District Director. RD-B1 is composed of 
8 Chapter council members all together namely: Manila Atelier, Manila Archizonian, 
Manila Centrum, Manila Metro, Manila Sampaloc, Manila Sta. Mesa, Canada-
Calgary and our very own UAP Singapore Chapter.

With the new yahoo group in place, all current and new members’ email 
addresses will be listed in the yahoo group. It also features files sharing, allowing 
members to be up to date with the latest information concerning our professional 
development and have direct access to informative documents such as: Chapter’s 
Plans & Programs, Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA) Circulars, UAP’s Board 
Resolutions & Minutes of Meetings, CPD/CPE Module Guidelines & Primers, Design 
Competitions, Events and Photos of current and upcoming activities.

As the chapter continues to strengthen its core and promote membership 
growth, it calls upon its members to spread the word to fellow architects about UAP 
Singapore Chapter and encourage them to join the chapter. For inquiries, one may 
email or contact any of the officers through email: uaps_officers@yahoo.com.sg.

UAP Singapore
   launches

   Online
   Group RYCHIE ANDRES, uap
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The United Architect of the Philippines 
Alabang Chapter celebrated its 25th 
Inaugural last July 28, 2010 at the Ballroom 
of the New World Hotel in Makati. 

Outgoing President Willie Y. Chua 
led the turn over activities with Incoming 
President Manuel “Lito” Limgenco.  

The event hosted by Arch. Johanna 
Macasieb and Arch Eugene T. Mangubat  
was well attended by the chapter members 
and National officers led by  National 
President Arch. Ramon S Mendoza FUAP, 
UAP Vice President Arch. Micheal T. Ang 
FUAP., UAP General Manager Arch. Rey 
S. Gabitan, UAP Nat’l. Treasurer Arch. 
Armando C. De Guzman III, District B3 
outgoing Deputy Wayne Mathew Jaro and 
Incoming Deputy Arch. Jaime “Jojo” Pua.

UAP KSA-EPC

filipino architects

Inducts Officers, New Members
UAP Alabang    

     Chapter 
                 

25th
Inaugural

A Milestone for

LEO C. CEFRE, uap

NORMAN D. MANGAWANG, uap, piepin the Gulf Region

With the theme “Architects Innovation and Competitiveness towards Globalization”, 
the UAP Kingdom of Saudi Arabia – Eastern Province Chapter (UAP KSA-EPC) held 
their induction rites last July 9, 2010 at the Arwad Suite, Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia.

Members and some of their families and friends witnessed the taking of the oaths 
of office by the incoming officers led by chapter president Liyo Cefre, who succeeded 
the position from now immediate past president Errol Pineda. Other officers are Dionne 
Monteyola (VP-Programs and Development), Arsenio Laborte (VP-Operations), 
Geraldin Suede (Secretary), Ronald Cruz (Treasurer) and Perfecto Catis, Jr. (Auditor). 
The chapter board of directors includes Celfred Recato, Hermoso Delos Reyes, Rosario 
Fernando, Joselito Diasanta, Joel Catiis and Francis Fernandez.

During his acceptance speech, Arch. Cefre emphasized the plans and new visions 
of the chapter. Highlights and accomplishments of the previous administration were 
also presented.

UAP KSA-EPC also welcomed new chapter members. They are Noel Macaraeg, 
Hermoso Delos Reyes, Jr., Nerwin Hernandez, Arturo Soriano, Romualdo Quario and 
Wilfredo Calimlim. 

The much-awaited chartering 
of the UAP-UAE Abu Dhabi 
and Dubai Chapters was truly 
a historic event for the Filipino 
Architects. Last July 23, 2010, 
the UAP formalized its presence 
in the Gulf Region by presenting 
charter papers to the 123rd 

(Abu Dhabi) and 124th (Dubai) chapters at the Grand Ballroom of Crowne Plaza Hotel in 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. This is the first time in UAP history that two chapters were 
chartered in a foreign country in a single event. 

 Early Friday morning, Filipino architects dressed to the nines started arriving in droves 
to register and to socialize with their colleagues in time for the induction ceremonies at 
10am. Approximately 300 guests came to take part in the historic event to the delight of 
the organizing committee headed by Arch. Mike Pabulayan. 

 The establishment of the UAE-UAP chapters was brought to fruition by the active 
sponsorship of the UAP New Manila Chapter headed by PRBoA member Arch. Angeline 
T. Chua Chiaco, FUAP. She acknowledged the tireless efforts of a handful of architects 
here in Dubai way back in late 2009 to coordinate the establishment of UAE-UAP Chapter 
which now saw the light of day. The approval of the charter was effected through a UAP 
Board Resolution under the administration of then UAP National President, Arch. Ana S. 
Mangalino-Ling, FUAP. Her recollection of the tireless efforts and sacrifices of OCW’s 
on professional and personal levels served as her inspiration to work for the immediate 
establishment of UAP’s presence in the Gulf Region. 

 The event saw the induction of 52 architects from Abu Dhabi and 93 from Dubai. UAP 
National President, Arch. Ramon S. Mendoza, FUAP sworn in the chapter members. The 
chapter banners were presented by the UAP National Executive Vice President, Arch. 
Michael T. Ang, FUAP.

 The charter presidents, architects Rico Ado (UAP-Abu Dhabi) and Arny Lana (UAP-
Dubai) delivered inspiring inaugural messages for the architects to assert their professional 
standing among other professionals in the design and construction industries here in the UAE. 

 The event was graced by no less than the Philippine Ambassador to the UAE, Grace 
Princesa, who, during her speech, spoke on the inherent assets of the Philippines and 
Filipinos which architects should be aware of and extol in their profession.

Prior to luncheon, a selected number of design firms and offices in Abu Dhabi 
and Dubai were given special plaques of citations in recognition of their preferential 
employment of Filipino architects. Officers of the Young Architects of the Philippines 
(YAP), a group Non-Registered and Licensed Architects group, were also inducted. YAP 
is now the recognized United Architects of the Philippines- Graduate Auxiliary here. 

Remarkably, colleagues from UAP-KSA represented by Arch. Liyo Cefre were 
present to show their support to the new chartered chapters. Indeed, this UAP Chartering 
Ceremonies in the UAE is a milestone not only in Abu Dhabi and Dubai but of the entire 
Gulf Region. The banners are up!
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district a3 induction
August 3, 2010 | Regalia Towers, Quezon City

national induction + oathtaking ceremonies
June 26, 2010 | Teatro Arkitekto, UAP Headquarters, Scout Rallos, Quezon City

district c1 joint induction
August 27, 2010 | City Sports Club Center, Cebu Business Park

I, having been elected, do 
solemnly swear, to abide in all 
honesty and integrity to the 

best of my ability the duties 
that I shall perform 

under the United 
Architects of 
the Philippines; 
that I shall 

uphold and protect the Constitution and Bylaws of 
the Organization; to keep faith in and put into practice 
the noble and good conduct of the Architect’s Code of 
Ethics; that I shall carry out the laws and legal order 

of my country; to conduct myself in a manner befitting 
a good and true professional so as to bring honor and 

prestige to the organization; with the aim in view, 
of furthering the purpose of the organization, 

and advancing the interest of the profession, 
to which we are dedicated; and that I take 

this pledge, without mental reservation, 
or purpose of evasion.

 So Help Me God.

district a2a joint induction
July 5, 2010 | Cabanatuan, Nueva Ecija



district b2 joint induction
August 4, 2010 | G Hotel, Manila

district d3
joint induction

take the lead.
chapter | district | area | national

national induction + oathtaking ceremonies
June 26, 2010 | Teatro Arkitekto, UAP Headquarters, Scout Rallos, Quezon City

uap qc - silangan chapter induction
August 2, 2010 | Regalia Tower Suites, Quezon City

district d4
induction

uap diliman
chapter induction

district a-5
induction

uap san juan - mandaluyong
chapter induction

uap socksargen
chapter induction

uap mount apo
chapter induction

July 20, 2010 | Waterfront Insular Hotel, Davao



UAP-District C1
welcomes Leon Kilat Chapter

around area C
UAP Sugbu 
Chapter

Sustains Momentum
KARL A.E.F. CABILAO, uap

It may have again failed in 
getting the “Most Outstanding 
Chapter” award last summer 
during the UAP National 
Convention but the members 
of UAP Sugbu Chapter remain 
in high spirits.

Under a new leadership 
with Francisco C. Noel as Chapter 
President, Sugbu continues its programs 
for furthering professional development 
and empowering its members and the 
architecture profession. Just before its first 
General Membership Meeting last July 30, 
2010, it collaborated with the University 
of San Carlos (USC) Graduate School of 
Architecture and UAP Student Auxiliary-
USC Chapter in holding a seminar entitled 
“Evolutionary Architecture: Folds, Genetics, 
Pliants and In-Between” at the USC CAFA 
Main Theater. UAPSA-USC has formally 
affiliated with UAP Sugbu for this fiscal year.

UAP Singapore Chapter’s Runddy 
Ramillo served as speaker. The talk, which 
dealt on opening more opportunities for 
‘design extremists’ with regards to forms 
and shapes of buildings, was a continuation 
of the one held during the Nationwide 
Architecture Week in the same venue.

Later that night, it was Ramillo’s chapter 
colleague, Glenn Gillera’s turn to speak to 
his UAP Sugbu Chapter counterparts during 
their well-attended monthly chapter meeting 
at the Cebu Grand Convention Center. 
Gillera’s talk dealt on “Design Urban 
Typology”.

The meeting also saw the turnover of 
the chapter presidency from Karl Cabilao 
to Arch. Francis Noel. Architect Cabilao 
delivered his valedictory after being 
presented with a tribute video and a plaque 
of appreciation from the chapter.

Truly, Sugbu Chapter continues to put 
prime on its drive for making its members 
enjoy professional growth within the 
organization and keeping a tight bond of 
camaraderie among them, whether they get 
recognized for it or not.

KARL A.E.F. CABILAO, uap

UAP’s Regional District 
C-1 (UAP RD-C1) opens 
a new chapter (no pun 
intended) in its colorful 
history with the entry of the 
newest local cluster of the 
UAP into its fold. 

UAP Cebu-Leon 
Kilat Chapter, the 7th 
chapter of UAP RD-C1, 
is the lone locally-based 
chapter whose charter was 

approved last April during the 36th UAP National Convention. The other new groups are 
based abroad.

Leon Kilat was the nom de guerre of Pantaleon Villegas, a Negros native who worked 
in a circus and was recruited as a “katipunero”. He eventually found his way to Cebu. 
Here, he became the leader of the revolution, most importantly the Tres de Abril uprising. 
He was pursued by the Spaniards, hid in Carcar town but was eventually betrayed by 
his own men. There is, in fact, a statue honoring him in Carcar where he is shown riding 
a horse. While cutting a heroic figure, this image of Leon Kilat is historically inaccurate 
since all the Katipuneros attacked on foot and with bolos instead of swords,” shares 
Charter President Dioscoro “Cocoy” Alesna, Jr.

 The chapter was formally chartered last Aug. 27, 2010 before the Joint District C-1 
Induction of Officers and New Members at the City Sports Club Cebu within the Cebu 
Business Park.

“Our thrust as a chapter would be to provide our members with all the tools that 
they need to practice and the guidance and inspiration to would-be architects,” architect 
Alesna adds.

KARL A.E.F. CABILAO, uap

>> page13

Well, actually it was several steps more 
as the chapter members of the UAP Rajah 
Humabon took to the streets of Cebu one 
early morning last July for their “Fun Walk”. 
It was a fitting start to their 32nd year as a 
UAP chapter this year.

Now led by its new president, Richard 
Cabaluna, the RH members capped their 
fun-filled charter day with a Holy Mass 
(celebrated by their member, Fr. Nelson 
Zerda) and a fellowship dinner at Pino 
Restaurant, Lahug, Cebu City. 

One of the pioneers of the chapter, 
Artemio Alcoseba, FUAP, delivered an 
inspirational message during the program. 

The new chapter president followed 
with his inaugural speech, challenging 
all members, old and new, to tap the 
“inner greatness” within them. Architect 
Cabaluna was no stranger to overcoming 
big challenges after suffering multiple 
fractures in a past accident. With faith and 
determination, he says, people can do 
almost everything. 

The members, all a hundred plus 
in attendance during the affair, are one 
with their new president in making more 
significant steps towards a “solid and 
stronger” Rajah Humabon Chapter in the 
coming years.

The PRC announced that special licensure examinations for various professions 
including architecture will be administered simultaneously on Nov. 16, 17 and 18, 
2010 in Al-Khobar and Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, Doha in Qatar, and Abu Dhabi in the 
United Arab Emirates. 
The documentary requirements for architecture examinees are as follows:
1)  Original and photocopy of Transcript of Records with scanned photo and remarks 

“For Board Examination Purpose”
2)  Original and photocopy of Certificate of Live Birth issued by the National 

Statistics Office in security paper
3)   Four (4) pieces passport size photos with name tag

4)    Photocopy of pages of Philippine passport with name, photo and 
date of departure from the Philippines

UPDATES FROm THE PRc
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around area D

ERICSON P. EUROPA, uap with reports from Recia Mae Cadavez, Jemma Sarol-Semaña, uap and Noel Querijero, uap

JULY was a busy month for Area D as UAP chapters in Mindanao were abuzz with 
their respective induction and turn-over ceremonies. It was likewise a busy schedule for 
the National Officers like National President Ramon Mendoza, NEVP Michael Ang, Area D 
VP Jemma Semaña and Secretary-General Rey Gabitan, who graced all these events and 
even enduring the eight-hour bus trip from Cagayan de Oro City to Davao City.

First on the line was the Chapter Induction Ceremony of Socsksargen Chapter held 
on July 10, 2010 at the Grab A Crab Restaurant, General Santos City. The affair, which 
installed the new officers of the chapter headed by Architect Elwyn Bañares as Chapter 
President, had Area D Vice President Jemma Semaña as Guest Speaker and NEVP 
Michael Ang giving an Inspirational Talk.

UAP Regional District D2’s Induction took place last July 16 at the Sapphire Ballroom of 
Grand Astoria Hotel, Zamboanga City. Zamboanga and Zamboanga Chavacano Chapters 
sworned in Architects Ludovico Obsequio Jr. and Nolie Tajores respectively as presidents 
together with their chapter boards. The event also highlighted the turn-over of the District 
D2 leadership from Arch. Jose Luisito Millevo to the new District Director Noel Querijero. 

The following day, July 17 at the Grand Caprice in Cagayan de Oro City, the Regional 
District D3 saw the induction of the Cagayan de Oro, Gold-CDO, Butuan and Surigao 
chapter officers. The new leaders of these chapters are Heinrich Ty (Cagayan de Oro), 
Ronald Cainhog (Gold-CDO), Leonardo Buyan (Butuan), and Clesie Figuron (Surigao). 
District Director Ferdinand Dumpa heads the D3 District officers. CDO Chapter had a 
record 27 new members inducted during the occasion.

The 8th Turn-Over Ceremonies of UAP Kadayawan Dabaw Chapter and Induction of 
District Officers was held at the Waterfront Insular Hotel, Davao City on July 18. Arch. 
Susan Demontano assumed the leadership of the chapter while twelve architects were 
accepted as new members. Also during the event, officers of Regional District D1, led by 
District Director Ramonito Octaviano, were also sworn into office.

Next came Davao Chapter’s 35th Induction of Officers and Oath-Taking Ceremony on 
July 19, at The Marco Polo Hotel, Davao City. Arch. Jean Marie Juanga was installed as 
the chapter’s new president. Davao City Councilor Al-Ryan Alejandre spoke on behalf of 
Mayor Sara Duterte, who was initially invited as guest speaker..

It was Davao Alpha Chapter’s turn at lunchtime of July 20, when it had its Induction 
and Turn-Over Ceremony at the Palos Verde Country Club, Davao City. Heading the new 
officers is Chapter President Patrick Tan. The affair also saw the acceptance of 21 new 
members. 

Later in the evening, UAP Mt. Apo Chapter held its 20th Chapter Anniversary celebration 
and Induction of Officers and New Members at the Waterfront Insular Hotel. Arch. Evelyn 
Maño was inducted as president together with her board. Mr. Roberto Alabado, Head of the 
City Planning Office of Davao City, was Guest Speaker. 

Closing the series of inductions in Mindanao was the D4 District Induction held on 
July 31 at the Fontina Bar and Grill in Iligan City. Architects Angelito Serentas Jr., Delito 
Calasang, Jr., Alfredo Luy, Jr., and Leo Mardi Cirunay, were installed as presidents of 
Iligan, Dipolog, Ozamis and Pagadian Chapters, respectively. Arch. Trinidad Saligumba 
assumed the directorship of District D4.

UAP Davao
JOiNS PhilcOmStrUct

miNDANAO 2010 MICHAEL JED MADRAZO, uap

THE UNITED Architects of the 
Philippines Davao Chapter was an active 
participant in the recent Philconstruct 
Mindanao 2010 held at the Convention 
Hall of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, 
Davao City last July 1-3, 2010. 

The UAP Davao booth became 
a venue for members to provide free 
architectural consultations to visitors 
as well as conduct brief lectures about 
the RA 9266 throughout the three-day 
activity. The architects also had an 
opportunity to enjoy the warm fellowship  
with suppliers, contractors and clients.

The event, sponsored by the 
Philippine Constructors Association of the Philippines (PCA), brought to Mindanao one 
of the country’s biggest  exhibition on construction equipment and building materials, 
interior and exterior products and services.

uAP oFFiCeRs, led by national 
President Ramon mendoza and 
neVP michael Ang, were in full 
force when they made a courtesy 
call to Davao City mayor sara 
Duterte at the Davao City Hall last 
July 19, 2010. The visit, which was 
made possible by the local uAP 
chapters in the city, was aimed to 
discuss with the lady mayor the 
state of implementation of Republic 
Act 9266 in Davao City. 

Back in 2008, when Duterte was 
still vice-mayor of the city, in one 
of her brief stints as acting mayor, 
she signed an administrative order 
directing all government agencies 
in the city to fully implement all the 
provisions of RA 9266. The move 
was considered a moral victory 
among Davao architects. Yet, two 
years after that momentous event, 
it is back to the old practice again 
at the Davao City’s office of the 
Building official. 

Together with mendoza and 
Ang  were Area D Vice President 
Jemma semaña, secretary General 
Rey Gabitan, outgoing D1 District 
Director William Yong, incoming 
D1 District Director Ramonito 
octaviano, outgoing Kadayawan 
Dabaw Chapter President isabelita 
israel, and all incoming Chapter 
Presidents of the District.

uap leaders visits
Davao Mayor
ERICSON P. EUROPA, uap

5) College diploma 
(for first time 
applicants)

6) NBI Clearance
7) PTR and UAP-

IAPOA number of 
architect-mentor

8) Two-year diversified experience 
after graduation

9) Logbook for diversified experience 
(can be secured from the UAP)

10) Affidavit of experience signed by a 
registered architect with updated 
PRC license

The applications for examination 
must be submitted to the overseas 
accredited professional organization on 
or before September 30, 2010. This is 
to facilitate transmittal of documents to 
PRC-Manila on or before Oct. 5, 2010. 
For applicants whose documents are 
in the Philippines may submit them 
to the Applications Division of 
the PRC for evaluation on or 
before Sept. 30, 2010.
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a night at the

feature articles
Algorithmic Architecture:
The Application of Scripting to Evolutionary Design

KARL A.E.F. CABILAO, uap

RUNDDY D. RAMILLO, uap MUSEUM
The evolutionary mode of utilizing today’s advance digital technology in architecture is 

design computing. Spaces, numbers and processes that are conceptualized in the architect’s 
mind are algorithmically and mathematically stored on computer systems and used as a 
generative tool to model building forms. “Script” for instance is popular in the field of computer 
science but is now used in architecture. It is derived from written dialogue in the performing 
arts, where actors are given directions to perform or interpret.

Scripting languages are typically not technical but mathematical solutions that are define by 
set of rules and based on parameters. It is a programming language that controls a software 
application and often treated as distinct from programs which execute independently from any 
other application. It provides a number of advantages when applied as a tool for architectural 
design. It gives the power of recursion and allows performing repetitive tasks in a faster and 
efficient way. Recursion provides speed for calculating large number of functions or operations 
that are of the same kind. It allows automating iterations, to construct complex objects or 
methods using smaller and simpler functions, which are repeated several times.

The use of scripting in architecture was taken from the ‘Theory of L-System’ in which 
the simulation of plant growth is further experimented and applied as a process to generate 
objects. The theory of L-systems has led to a well established methodology for simulating the 
branching architecture of plants. Many current architectural models provide insights into the 
mechanisms of plant development by incorporating physiological processes and had been an 
eye opener to architects and designers to use in form generation of buildings.

Today as design computing is becoming powerful, scripting is used for various methods 
through which the role of the designer can shift from ‘space programming’ to ‘programming 
space’. As points out by Koztas Terzidis, Harvard School of Design “an alternative choice is 
being formulated, it involves the designation of software programs to generate space and form 
from rule-based logic inherent in architectural programs, typologies and language itself. Instead 
of direct programming, the codification of design intention using scripting languages available 
in 3d packages can build consistency, structure, coherency, traceability and intelligence into 
computerized 3d form”.
APPliCATion oF sCRiPTinG To PRACTiCe
l-system in Architecture, michael Hansmeyer (2003) switzerland

This concept was inspired by nature’s forms and geometries. The theory of the biologist 
Aristid Lindemeyer was used on this project, which was formulated from string rewriting of 
algorithm based on the formal grammar theory to model plants and their growth processes. 
This theory is now known as L-System, specifically the integration of scripting languages into 
CAD applications that enables the direct visualization of objects using algorithmic processes. 
This project examines whether the two developments of nature and algorithms can open up 
new possibilities for architecture. It also conduct study on the logic of nature’s growth processes 
function as a generator of architectural design, its application to production of architectural forms 
and additional functions like creating organizational logic, segmenting space and developing 
structural system. The images below are the form generated by L-System Architecture. 
new Playhouse for the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen

Landscape Playhouse is a project exploring evolutionary design strategies. The design 
proceeds from the recognition of many different activities that are part of going to a theater. 
In response to the limited capacity of conventional theater, its objectives is to accommodate 
diverse activities, create an environment that provides for a multitude of different cultural and 
social activities, and provides an intense urban space through the differentiation of spatial 
conditions. A continuous surface was developed, the folds of which is to provide a variety of 
different conditions of enclosure, climate, sound and light. 

A geometric characteristics and structural logic of self-intersecting curved surface of 
landscape has been developed through morphogenetic process. The continuous surface 
intersects itself, and these intersections of the curved surface are always planar- curves on 
plat plane. The surfaces between the arcs of the intersections become structurally redundant, 
and were deleted. What are left are the planar curves, which acts like arches, providing both 
structural elements and spatial connections. They permit penetrations of the surface within the 
area of the intersection with out interfering with the load-bearing capacity of the surface. This 
performative curvature and self intersection of the surface has been informed by correlative 
digital and physical modeling, employing different CAD/CAM technologies. Such integral 
approach suggests that architectural design constitutes the modulation of micro-environment 
conditions within a macro-environment system. It promotes local geometric manipulations 
that modulate differentiated spatial organizations, so that the architectural environment yields 
diverse, intense and mutable relations between habitat and inhabitants. The images below are 
the form generated by this project.
DisCussions

For the last decade, researchers in the field of computer-aided architectural design have 
deeply engaged the power of computability of design and its evolutionary application to 
architecture. While the inquiry is still very dynamic, the use of computing to generate forms is 
becoming popular and more useful. Complex forms and difficult spatial programming that is 
often a hindrance to architects in the early stage of design will become embodied in a computer 
system and will be very essential to design process in the future. 

In the conventional approach of design process, architects conceptualize a building project 
based on their personal taste and experience or knowledge in mind. Architecture forms are 

usually created by a traditional designing process and creativeness is relatively limited on the 
architects point of view resulting to predictable and similarity of design. As a result, buildings 

had been designed using standard geometrical linear forms and almost been used up. 
With algorithmic architecture, architects can now use these end-user programs to breed 

new forms, a form not just for representation but a form that integrates the underlying 
logic of architecture-aesthetics, function and strength.

It does not intend however to eliminate architects’ creative power, but 
to combine its synergy with the power of computing in order to design 

buildings that is performance driven in a more efficient way.

How far can your one hundred peso take 
you nowadays? Its purchasing power could 
only reach a limited stretch. But one night in 
May, which is the National Heritage Month, 
most people found more worth in their purple-
colored bill.

One hundred pesos was the price tag 
of the ticket for the “Gabi-i sa Kabilin” (Night 
of Heritage) museum tour. But those who 
bought the ticket for that one-night-only date 
with Cebuano history found themselves on 
an invaluable travel – a travel back in time 
– through their multiple entries to the city’s 
museums. 

Touted as the only cultural event of its 
kind in Asia, “Gabi-i sa Kabilin” was organized 
by the Ramon Aboitiz Foundation, Inc. in 
partnership with the Visayas Association of 
Museums and Galleries, Inc. This was said to 
be patterned to similar festive and culturally-
enriching events in Europe, according to 
architect Tony Abelgas when he invited his 
colleagues to the tour. Architect Abelgas is 
involved with restoration work of the 1730 
Jesuit House (located along Zulueta Street), 
one of the nine museums on the itinerary.

Apart from the Jesuit House, the museums 
of Casa Gorordo, Cebu Metropolitan 
Cathedral, Basilica del Santo Niño, Fort San 
Pedro, the Yap-Sandiego ancestral house, 
Museo Sugbo, the University of Southern 
Philippines Foundation’s and the Sacred Heart 
Parish opened their doors to Cebuanos and 
foreign guests. The visitors were treated to an 
evening of local history and a lot of lessons 
from it as they toured nine museums around 
the city via buses and tartanillas. There’s also 
a part of the tour route where visitors were 
encouraged to embark on a “heritage” walk.

My fellow architects were extra-excited 
about the activity. For them, it’s not only a 
time to appreciate artifacts from the past 
but also revisit old but beautiful buildings in 
the city. For years, they have been in awe 
at the great-looking architecture from the 
colonial eras and are well aware of the need 
to preserve these treasures from history. 
These buildings speak a lot of our identity as 
Cebuanos and they play a significant role in 
defining our places. And architects are among 
the professionals who are sensitive to issues 
like heritage and urban conservation.

“It was truly a wonderful experience. I 
hope there will be another one like this next 
year,” says architect and scaled model maker 
Loloy Castro. “The Museum tour package 
was so worth it. Just an advice next time 
especially for art lovers, bring extra cash. 
There were a lot of artworks on sale that were 
worth buying. We ended our tour at past 12 
midnight already. It’s also nice to see a lot of 
foreign visitors enjoying cultural heritage of 
Cebu,” adds architect Joy Libre.

Spicing up the people’s sojourn to the 
museums were native songs and dances 
and local delicacies that were sold outside 
the museum premises. There was also a re-
enactment of the execution of Dr. Jose Rizal, 
our national hero, at the Plaza Hamabar 
(across the Cathedral Museum) as well as 
showing of old Cebuano movies at the Jesuit 
House. These were noteworthy sidelights that 
completed the beautiful night of nostalgia.

It was indeed a great way to cap the 
National Heritage Month celebration. Many, 
including this writer, are now looking forward 
to the fifth “Gabi-I sa Kabilin” next year. That 
night as people who took part in that heritage 
event looked back at their history, they must 
have felt lucky and privileged to have gone 
through such a priceless experience.
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uap news
A-5 remembers Ondoy tragedy
with Balangkasan

The Founding of the UAP Specialty Council on Architectural Lighting

Palafox & Solidum talk on diSaSter management
FELICISIMO A. TEJUCO JR., uap, piep

JACOBSEN MONTOYA, uap

A year after the Ondoy flooding that hit 
the country, including Marikina, Pasig, and 
Rizal, six resource persons shared their 
experience and expertise to the attendees 
of the First UAP Balangkasan FY 2010-
2011 on 25 September 2010 at Teatro 
Arkitekto, UAP National Headquarters. 
Themed “Disaster-Preparedness of District 
A-5: How Prepared Are We?” it was hosted 
by UAP Regional District A-5, which was 
among those hardest hit.

Cerise Anne A. Mina, uap, of Rizal-
Kalayaan 100 and a resident of San 
Mateo, Rizal for more than two decades, 
recounted the experience of her family 
during the typhoon. Their home was among 
the thousands, which was submerged 
in floodwater. From the tragedy, Mina 
suggested the need to flood-proof homes 
by replanning, and providing survival kit and 
emergency ladders leading to the roof.

Similarly, Dr. Fabian I. Cadiz, vice 
mayor of Marikina, disclosed that their city 
government has enacted the Marikina City 
Disaster Management Code and have 
spearheaded fire drills. Additional rescue 

It was the 18th of August year 2010 at 
the conference room of the UAP National 
Headquarter. Set the founding of the UAP 
Specialty Council on Architectural Lighting. 
The first of its kind to be formally organize. 

Oscar N. Dela Cruz, fuap, is the 
Chairman of the Specialty Council on 
Architectural Lighting. The meeting was 
attended by seven (7) among the twelve (12) 
architect council members. It was presided 
by the Chairman and an election was held 
after, thus a primary core was organized, 
Oscar Dela Cruz, fuap was agreed to be 
the first chairperson; Raul Almendral, uap 
as deputy chairperson; and Marcelia Arce-
Ignacio, uap as secretary-treasurer. UAP 
Immediate Past National President Ana 
S. Mangalino-Ling, fuap, apec architect, 
was named as the Honorary Chairperson.

A secondary core was formed to assist 
the core group. Charina Amanda Javier, 
uap was named the assistant deputy 
chairperson; Marie Ann Medinilla, uap as 
the assistant secretary-treasurer; and the 
remaining attendees – Aila Cielo Adan, uap 
and Jacobsen Montoya, uap including non-

equipment and early warning systems have 
also been procured.

Capt. Dante J. Mirambil, Jr., commander 
of the search and rescue squadron of the 
Philippine Air Force shared how their group 
operates during disasters. It was followed by 
a video presentation of their rescue efforts.

Urban planner and architect, Felino A. 
Palafox, Jr., summed up the experience 
with a macro-micro analysis of the tragedy. 
He echoed his recommendations which 
include a revisit of the plans of Metro Manila, 
reforestation of the Sierra Madre Mountains, 
and construction of the Paranaque Spillway.

Regarding earthquakes, Dr. Renato U. 
Solidum, Jr., director of the Philippine Institute 
of Volcanology and Seismology (Phivolcs), 
reported that a 7.2 earthquake magnitude 
from the West Valley Fault may result in 
the damage of around 38% of residential 
buildings and 38% of ten to 30 storey 
buildings. This was based on the findings 
of the Metro Manila Earthquake Impact 
Reduction Study by Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Metro 
Manila Development Authority (MMDA). 

Related to this, Engr. Julius Alexis 
C. Landoy of RJ Landoy and Associates 
presented the application of isolation 
bearings to building design. He showed 
how the technology was implemented for 
two of their projects in Luzon.

In response, Felicisimo A. Tejuco, Jr., 
district director of A-5, presented their 
district resolution to assist in “the promotion 
and practice of safe and sustainable 
designs” through strict implementation of 
the Building code and organizing lectures 
like the Balangkasan.

This event was attended by almost 100 
architects, students, and guests. Aside 
from officers and members of District A-V, 
also present were the UAP National Board 
led by UAP National President Ramon S. 
Mendoza, fuap. Together with him were 
Michael T. Ang, fuap, and Maria Luisa M. 
Gutierrez, chair of Balangkasan.

The event was made possible through 
mega sponsor, Davies Paint. Other 
industry friends were Panasonic, Emerald, 
and V. Roque.

attendees Maria Carla G. Epino, uap and Pamela N. Amador, fuap as members. All of the above 
mentioned architects were proclaimed and recognized as the council’s founding members.

The council also agreed to have training sessions to further equip themselves with the 
specific fields of specialization. Trainings shall be held every Saturdays 12nn to 4pm for 
five (5) months starting January 2011 in the UAP headquarters.

The allocated venue is the third floor of the UAP Headquarters to be called 
the Lighting Application Center. It shall be used to conduct studies, meeting 
and conferences, and seminars regarding architectural lighting. A scheme is 
already presented and the construction (Sep.-Oct.) shall be supported by 
the Department of Energy (DoE). A soft opening is planned to be held 
this Nov. 2010 and an induction and grand opening by Dec. 2010.

The Founding Council members from left to right: Architect Aila Cielo Adan, marie Ann medinilla, Charina 
Javier, oscar Dela Cruz, fuap,  Raul Almendral, marcelia Arce-ignacio, and Jacobsen montoya.
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uap news
LEIRON MARK S. DE GUZMAN, uap, piep

DAY 0 : Ingress of Exhibits
Dec. 4  Ayala Malls or SM Malls
DAY 1 : NAW 39 Opening Ceremonies
Sunday  Mass
  Fun Run (“Takbuhan NAW 39”)
Dec. 5  Launching of NAW 39 Program 

Simultaneous Opening of 
Exhibits & Ribbon Cutting 
Events (for Mall-based 
Exhibitions)

  Nationwide Streamer Displays, 
to be pre-coordinated with 
respective LGUs by Local 
Chapters (Proclamation no. 
934)

  Start of Costume parade (Malls) 
UAPSA/UAPGA Participants

  Opening & Ribbon Cutting of 
APEC ARCHITECTS Exhibits 
(Ayala Mall or SM Mall) to be 
attended by UAP National 
Officers

DAY 2 : Chapter/District’s participation in 
their respective LGU’s 

Monday  Flag Ceremonies
Dec. 6  Simultaneous Opening of 

Exhibits & Ribbon Cutting 
Events (for City/Municipal 
Hall/Provincial Capitol based 
Exhibits)

DAY 3 : Turn-over of UAP National’s 
Project (Takobets)

Tuesday  PDC Seminar
Dec. 7
DAY 4 : Opening of Architect-Painters’ 

Exhibits
Wednesday Exhibits of Entries & Preliminary 

Judging of Design Against The 
Elements (DATE)                                                                                                                  

Dec. 8
DAY 5 : Balangkasan
Thursday
Dec. 9
DAY 6 : (Tour) Public Building 

Assessments on Accessibility 
Law 

Friday 
Dec. 10  Simultaneous Closing 

Ceremonies 
(for City/Municipal/Province 
Capitol based Exhibits)

  Chapter Courtesy Call & 
Presentation of Tokens to 
respective LGUs

DAY 7 : NAW 39 Closing Ceremonies
Saturday  Body Painting (malls) Open for 

UAPSA/UAPGA
  Final Day & Judging of Best 

Costume (Malls) UAPSA/
UAPGA

  Thanksgiving Mass
Dec. 11  Culmination Night

  Boodlefight / Street Party @ 
Metrowalk or Eastwood

  Fireworks Display
* Other District/Chapter NAW 

Activities, to be integrated upon 
coordination 

NAW 39
Outline of Activities

UAP Quezon City
& UAPSA CONFAB

A Joint Thesis Consultation Session between architects and architecture students.
June 20, 2010 on the occasion of our chapter’s 3rd UAPQC Badminton Cup. We 

have launched another milestone activity for the benefit of the architecture students of our 
profession. In cooperation with the members of the Architects Badminton Federation (ABF), 
the members and officers of the UAP Quezon City Chapter (UAPQC) and the National Board 
of United Architects of the Philippines Student Auxiliary (UAPSA) initiated the very first thesis 
consultation session between practicing architects and graduating – thesis students in the 
metro and nearby provinces. 

This was conceptualized by UAPQC and UAPSA to cater the needs of the graduating 
students to cope and be abreast in their respective thesis proposals. The program intends and 
aims to provide a venue for student-architect collaboration with regards to their studies and 
thesis proposals, to further evaluate a thesis study with practicing architects on their respective 
specialized and diversified field of expertise and to foster camaraderie between architects and 
students in our growing profession. 

A two (2) part session was conducted during the said date. The morning session focused 
mainly on Green Architecture and Design, Commercial Proposals ranging from condominiums, 
office building and towers, Government Installations such as Air and Seaports where 
discussed, penitentiary, a Senate Building, and Armed Services attached function buildings 
and Disaster Response Centers. 

The afternoon session dealt with the following topics on Urban Renewal and Designs, Urban 
Transport Designs, Residential Resorts, Heritage Conservation and other multi and mixed 
proposals. There were about more than thirty (30) architects both UAPQC and ABF members 
participated in the consultation activity, all with their own field of expertise and forte that gave 
exact and relevant advice to each respected students on their respective thesis studies.

The student who flocked at Centro Atletico, Cubao Quezon City numbered to eighty three 
(83) an unexpected influx and positive respond on this maiden activity. 

The UAPQC Chapter would like to thank our badminton friends and fellow architects in 
the Architects Badminton Federation for gracing the event while simultaneously playing in 
the tournament. Our deepest gratitude for accommodating our young students and future 
architects in their desire to be part of our Architecture Industry. 

Rest assured that UAP Quezon City Chapter is committed to be of service to the younger 
generations of future architects. This 1st Confab is our way of saying our deepest gratitude to 
the UAPSA’s service for being part of the 35th and 36th UAP National Convention for the past 
two years, which was chaired by Past Convention Directors, Arch. Richard M. Garcia, fuap and 
Arch. Henry Steve R. Olonan, we wish that this kind of activity may enhance the learning of 
the youth in our profession, that they may collaborate more in the design and built industry and 
that they may foster good linkages for their future growth in the profession. 

Thanks and until our next joint activity.

We also learned that Brgy. Dampulan is 
composed of seven (7) sitios and the Barangay 
Officials have chosen student recipients from 
each sitios.  Three (3) students from Sitio Bulihan 

headed by Kagawad Upo Fiescas, Four (4) students from Sitio Maulawin 
headed by Kagawad Manny Pantas,  three (3) from Sitio Batbatan headed 
by Kagawad Ronnie Fiestas, another three (3) students from Sitio Mabilog 
headed by Kagawad Erlin Picas, three (3) from Sitio Centro Uno headed by 
Kagawad Froilan Pengis (who is also a representative of Dept. of Education) 
, another three (3) from Sitio Dos headed by Kagawad Danny Feruelo and 
six (6) students from Centro Punta headed by Kagawad Minda Pernia.

I was touched with the program proper that the teachers have prepared. 
I never thought how a simple gift giving could turn out to be so meaningful 
just by the honest words that came out from the brgy officials and the 
teachers who were asked to give their talks. Come to think of it, what we 
have contributed was just a small amount compared to the heart-warming 
feeling of seeing how much the children and their parents appreciated what 
they have received. If they were thankful for these blessings, to me, as I 
speak in behalf of the officers whom I know felt the same the way I did. I can 
say that we are much more blessed and honored to be a part of this noble 
deed, in our own simple way. And those families in Barangay Dampulan are 
another inspiration to all of us because no matter what their status in life, 
they do their best to send their children to school. One of the many good 
traits of us, Filipinos because we believe that education is the only treasure 
we can give our children that cannot be taken by anybody.

UAP MARIKINA 
VALLEY... from page7
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uapsa news

The United Architects of the Philippines Students Auxiliary (UAPSA) conducted 
their annual event. This year a series quadripartite was done, four events was prepared 
consecutively during the two day affair, it occurred last August 21-22, 2010 at La Mesa 
Ecopark, Quezon City and at the UAPHQ, Scout Rallos, Diliman, Quezon City.

The Quadripartite kicked-off with the Chapter Leadership Training Seminar held 
during August 21,2010 at the La Mesa Ecopark where 30 affiliated chapters and about 
140 participants nationwide participated the event. This activity aims to build teamwork and 
leadership among all incoming UAPSA chapter officers, and strengthen the camaraderie of 
all UAPSA chapters. It was then followed by the General Chapter Presidents Assembly and 
Council of Secretaries the following day at UAPHQ where the event intends to gather all 
the chapter presidents and chapter secretaries for their initial reports and briefings from the 
National Board. And After , the National Board Induction preparation took place and began 
at 7:00 pm at the Teatro Arkitekto, UAPHQ where the Incoming UAPSA National Board 
formally took their oath led by Arch. Ramon S. Mendoza,uap –UAP National President, and 
accepted the duties and responsibilities under the position they were selected in. Finally 
the culminating event of the quadripartite was the ARIA, the Acquaintance party, also held 
during the same day (August 22,2010) at the UAPHQ where this event concludes the two 
day event and intends to gather all the chapters including its members to promote familiarity 
as UAPSA unites differences.

The activity was participated by a total of 35 chapters and possibly more than 200 
delegates nationwide. It was also graced by UAP dignitaries namely Arch. Ramon S. 
Mendoza, uap- UAP National President, Arch. Rey Gabitan,uap- UAP Secretary General 
and our very own UAPSA Chairperson Arch. Cerise Anne Mina, uap. Over all evaluation, 
the four part series of event was a success, To the UAPSA National Board of Directors, 
Congratulations for a job well done! And to the delegates, thank you for coming and your 
unending support for the organization.

The UAPSA Quadripartite
EARTH - LEADERSHIP TRAINING | WATER - CHAPTER PRESIDENT’S ASSEMBLY |

FIRE - NATIONAL BOARD & CHAPTERS INDUCTION CEREMONIES | AIR - ARIA ACQUAINTANCE PARTY

This coming November 21, 2010, be 
part of the UAPSA’s 21st Anniversary 
RUN for humanity that has a purpose 
of doing 21 good deeds for the Filipino 
community symbolizing the twenty 
one years of explicit service of the 
organization.

Be a stakeholder of good deeds and 
be intensified by the power of the UAP, 
UAPGA and especially the UAPSA 
Community.

For more details pls contact: Aljo 
mojica, uAPsA Comm. on internal 
Affairs. 0933 575 5170 or norvin 
Gomez, uAPsA national 
President, 0920 908 3932

ALYSSA ROSE ESPERIDA, uapsa-dlsu-d

UAPSA INTENSIFIES AT 21

 SYNERGY
RUN FOR HUMANITY

Area A Alaminos, Pangasinan entitled GALI LA Area A: 
Magdiwang. Malaro. Magsaya, October 28-30,2010

Area B Batangas entitled UMPUKAN: Harmonizing the cultures of 
Greater Manila and Southern Luzon, October 25-27, 2010

Area C Cebu entitled GREEN ARCHITECTURE 3D: Discover.
Device. Depict, October 21-23, 2010

Area D Davao ENVI-TECTURE: Reaching the heights towards 
Green and Sustainability, October 24-26, 2010

These Area Assemblies convenes students to unite them in taking 
pride in the architecture profession, as well as orient them towards 
developing professionalism, as they are to become the future of 
Filipino Architecture. So, take your pick and re-discover Philippines 
with UAPSA.
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special feature
The Shanghai Expo Experience:

Two-Day Glimpse of the World’s Best
After the Beijing Olympics, China continues to make history with holding of the World 

Exposition 2010 in Shanghai. Themed “Better City, Better Life,” this is the first World 
Expo that focuses on green architecture and environmental design, urban planning, 
and sustainable development. 

With more than 200 countries participating, including the Philippines, and 
international organizations, this is also the largest World Expo, covering 528 hectares, 
almost the size of the City of San Juan. Moreover, it is also the most expensive at an 
estimated US$58B. Held every five years, it runs from May to October 2010.

Last June 29-30, Immediate Past UAP National President Ana Mangalino-Ling 
led the UAP delegation from the streets of Shanghai to the various pavilions of Expo 
2010. I was among the 30 UAP officers and members, who joined the minimum of 
300,000 Expo visitors. 

Germany’s Green Goal
Designed by Schmidhuber+Kaindl, the German pavilion makes a clear statement 

of the nation’s green advocacy. To reduce their greenhouse gas emission by 21 percent in 
comparison to its 1990’s figure, they have come up with the Energy Performance Certificate, 
which was implemented in the same year. Buildings are required to have this accreditation. 
Among the exemplary German buildings is the Federal Environmental Agency Building 
which uses solar technology to maintain the building temperature.

Germany also boasts of one of the most effective use of transport system. It took them 
nearly a century to develop and update the Berlin Transport Authority, which is responsible 
for ensuring that 70 percent of its population travel efficiently. 

Aside from the educational displays, visitors will enjoy taking photos beside life-size 
images of famous tourist sites and the latest products from Germany.

China’s Wealth and Wonders
This year’s World Expo host has its own displays on recycled energy, which 

include the use of organic materials, wind and solar power. These and other national 
treasures are displayed in the tallest, most expensive and one of the most frequented 
Expo pavilions, “Crown of the East.

Worth a staggering US$220M, the 63-meter pavilion was designed by He 
Jingtang, who was an architect of the buildings constructed for the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics. The Communist red structure resembles the Technical Educations and Skills 
Development Authority (TESDA) Building in Bicutan, Taguig and San Miguel Corporation 
Building in Ortigas, Pasig City.

One of China’s national treasures, the bronze “Chariot and Horse” is also on display. 
This archaeological find is believed to be a copy of the personal carriage of the first emperor 
of the Qin dynasty, who unified China in 220 BC. 

A famous attraction of the China pavilion is the animated version of the famous painting 
“Along the River during the Qingming Festival.” Through a combination of 2D and 3D 
animation, city life in Bianjing (formerly Kaifeng, Henan Province), is projected on a hundred-
meter long wall showing 1,500 animated characters.

survival guide
A city within a city, Shanghai made sure that different transport systems are available 

and accessible. Visitors can freely board shuttles, ferries and the subway train. On 
elevated walkways, tourists can experience riding electric cars with a fee. Below, weary 
tourists can rest on benches and cool off through mist-sprayed fans. Bringing in food 
is not allowed but visitors can carry empty water containers, which can be refilled from 
various water stations.

 Unfortunately, one cannot expect to visit all the pavilions in a day. Queuing time 
may vary depending on the pavilion. It took me three hours to get into the German 
pavilion, while nearly an hour to enter the Chinese pavilion. Visitors, especially groups, 
are advised to wear a standard color for easier recognition. Bring the necessary gear 
against sun and rain because not all pavilions are adequately shaded. While queuing 
in the Germany pavilion, I have witnessed at least three clashes, the last one being a 

very violent and verbally abusive catfight between two Chinese women. 
 The biggest question we all had was what will happen to the expo. While 

we could not get any clear answer, our tour guide did share that the Chinese 
pavilion maybe converted to a museum.

FELICISIMO A. TEJUCO JR., uap, piep
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uap sports
Exhibition/friendship game 
of basketball

at Iriga City

The UAP-Quezon Province Chapter led by President Elect Juanito 
P. Martin, Jr., recently played an exhibition/friendship game of 
basketball at Iriga City Coliseum last August 8, 2010. The Quezon 
Province Chapter were welcomed by Iriga-Rinconada Chapter 
President Clifford Parañal.

The Iriga-Rinconada Chapter Basketball Team led President 
Architect Clifford Parañal, uap.

Members were composed of Dennis Capistrano, Eugene Villanueva, 
Eladio Manzano, Mak Sarra, Jerome Valbuena, Lemsterlie Burce, 
Juanito Martin, Jr., Roderick Ilao and Hektor Balanak.

The UAP-Quezon Province Chapter at the world class Camsur 
Watersports Complex CWC on August 7, 2010.

UAP Cebu
Runs

“GReen”
The UAP Cebu Chapter, under 
president Antonio Decatoria, Jr., will 
hold its “Get Up and Go Green Run” on 
October 24, 2010. The Ayala Terraces 
Cebu will serve as the starting point 
for this first-ever UAP-organized long 
distance running event.

Race Format and Registration Fee on or before October 17, 2010:
• 4K - Php 250.00 • 6K - Php 250.00 • 12K - Php 300.00 •
• Additional Php 50.00 if paid from October 18-22, 2010 •

Distribution of singlets:
• October 20-23, 2010, Active Zone, Ayala Center Cebu

RACe RouTe:
• 4K  The Terraces > CIC > USC Boys > CIC > Samar Loop Cebu 

Business Park > The Terraces
• 6K  4K Route > Robinson’s Place > 4K Route
• 12K 6K Route > Osmeña Blvd > Provincial Capitol > 

Jollibee Guadalupe > V.Rama > USC Girls > 
V.Rama > B.Rodriguez > Fuente Circle > Jones. 
Ave. > P.Del Rosario Landbank > Jones Ave. > 
Fuente Circle > 6K Route
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